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ENERGY SAVINGS OVER 75% 

 

Three devices in a single solution ANTI-PANIC 

COLLAGEN LED & COLLAGEN LAMPS 

Perfect for body, shoulders, nape and head for bald people 

 
 

From 4,2 KW 230V or 380V 

 

  
 

 
• Type of Session: complete Body – only Face – only Legs 

• Defeatable zone: face zone / shoulder and head 

• Delayed start of the session (programmable) 

• SOFT TOUCH keyboard system 

• Sessions times personalized 

Standard Equipment 

• COLLAGEN LED (face and/or Body) 

• COLLAGEN LAMPS BODY 

• COLLAGEN LAMPS SHOULDER 

• COLLAGEN LAMPS NAPE 

• COLLAGEN LAMPS HEAD 

• CUSTOM Display with the name of your beauty center 

• VOICE guide (3 message Multilanguage) 

• RADIO digital incorporated at the control panel 

• BLUETOOTH 

• USB AUX function for MP3 audio sources 

• Volume control (MAX e MIN adjustable) 

• MUTE Function 

• CHROMOTHERAPY LED LIGHT Emotion with remote Control 

• ADJUSTABLE BODY VENTILATION (summer / winter) 

• 2 settings menu (Operator and Service) 

• Timer Ceck for lamps hours control 

• Maintenance timer 

• Electronic count Hours 

• Electronic count Hours for Maintenance timer 

• SPRAY (manual or automatic) • Remote control by pc by gesticenter 

• Body Plexiglass anatomic shape • Prepared for Eurosun Remote Console (cable connection) 

• IONIZED air ventilation + air disinfection with germicidal lam • Prepared for external control (impulse or n.a. contact) 

• Cell Phone holder on the armrest 
 

Power - supply Collagen lamps 
Face/Decolletè & Body 

 

Collagen lamps 
Nape & Head 

 

LED collagen 
Face & decollete 

 

LED Collagen 
Body 

 

Code Price 
€ 

 Natural RED biostimulation collagen 

4200W 380V-8A/230V-20A • 74 • 10 • 120  EVA RED I 25.265,00 

4500W 380V-9A/230V-21A • 74 • 10 • 120 • 360 EVA RED .1I 25.765,00 

             
Customization 
Available 
(Without price 
increase) 

Colours: white bright/luxury platinum/cherry heart/rose/deep blu/light gold/tropical orange/orange/chrome sleek /black/red pass 

Wood colours: light / dark / white / bleached / black / grey / yellow / blu / green 

Power supply: standard 380 V - on request 220V – 50Hz (for USA / CANADA/ MEXICO equipment electrical different) 

Display: name of center on the display (setting from keyboard) 

Voice guide: Multilanguage (MP3 message - Italian/English/Spanish/Polish/Chinese/Arabic/Russian) 

TOTAL DIMENSIONS in cm. Width 215 x Depth 97 x Height 150 / Unnecessary hot air ejection system 
EVA TREATMENT Code Price 

EVA BIOSTIMOLATION AER handpiece spray for LIFT/OXY/YALURONIC (including 3 pack 1 for type)        EBA 680,00 
 

EEPV124 40,30 EVA LIFT face treatment AER Lifting (pack 6 vial 5ml)  

 
EVA OXY face (1 vial) & body (2 vial) treatment AER Oxygenating (pack 6 vial 5ml) EEPV125 40,30 

 

EEPV126 40,30 EVA YALURONIC face treatment AER Yaluronic (pack 6 vial 5ml) 
EVA biostimolation Collagen face & decolletè - 4 treatment (4 patch + final serum) 

 
EEPV123 60,00 

BIOSTIMOLATION COLLAGEN CREAM - bottle 50 ml Home use EEHV129 30,00 

OPTIONAL Code Price 

Germicidal lamp for Plexiglas disinfection with remote control KITGER01 500,00 
Remote Control-for external control, start/stop/set time/set sessions/power lamps (cable connection max 10meter) WT181RC 650,00 

AROMA lemon or red fruit fragrance in automatic timed operation KITAREVA 576,00 

Plexiglass cover sanitary towels (Package of 400 pieces) TEL01 200,00 

Hygiene Liquid EUROSUN (tank 5Lt. + bottle spray) TASP5 32,00 

Aroma bottle 150ml (code EFAR03 fragrance lemon / cod. EFAR04 fragrance red fruit) - 1ml for 4 sessions 66,00 

For Every machine we supply: Handbook instruction plus handbook assistance - Assembly instruction 

Eva is a patent model European Union Intellectual Property Office N° EUIPO 004729218-0001 

 

EVA Remote Control 
Console for external control.  

VERY SILENT 
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EVA COLORS EXAMPLE 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

natural Red 

Rif. Result 

C2 + L1 

 

C2 + L2 

 

C13 + L3 

 

C4 + L4 

 

C7 + L1 

 

C15 + L1 

 

C11 + L1 

 

C17 + L1 

 

C9 + L1 
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EVA COLORS 

Code RAL Decription GB Descrizione IT  

C1 9003 WHITE BRIGHT BIANCO LUCIDO  

C2 9003 WHITE BRIGHT + GLITTER BIANCO LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C3 9005 BLACK MATTER BRIGHT NERO LUCIDO  

C4 9005 BLACK MATTER + METALLIZED NERO METALLIZZATO  

C5 2004 ORANGE BRIGHT ARANCIO LUCIDO  

C6 2013 TROPICAL ORANGE OPAQUE ARANCIO OPACO  

C7 2013 TROPICAL ORANGE + GLITTER ARANCIO LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C8 5022 DEEP BLU BRIGHT BLU LUCIDO  

C9 5022 DEEP BLU + GLITTER BLU LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C10 1035 LUXURY PLATINUM PLATINO LUCIDO  

C11 1035 LUXURY PLATINUM + GLITTER PLATINO LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C12 3015 ROSE OPAQUE ROSA OPACO  

C13 3015 ROSE + GLITTER ROSA LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C14 4006 CHERRY HEART FUCSIA LUCIDO  

C15 4006 CHERRY HEART + GLITTER FUCSIA LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C16 1036 LIGHT GOLD ORO LUCIDO  

C17 1036 LIGHT GOLD + GLITTER ORO LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C18 1036 LIGHT GOLD OPAQUE ORO OPACO  

C19 3000 RED PASSION ROSSO LUCIDO  

C20 / CHROME SLEEK CROMO LUCIDO  

C21 / CHROME SLEEK + GLITTER CROMO LUCIDO + BRILLANTINI  

C22 1021 YELLOW RAPE SLEEK GIALLO NAVONE LUCIDO  

C23 1023 YELLOW CITY SLEEK GIALLO CITTA’ LUCIDO  

C24 1004 YELLOW GOLDEN + GLITTER GIALLO ORO + BRILLANTINI  

C25 / YELLOW ACID SLEEK GIALLO ACIDO LUCIDO  

C26 / WHITE PEARL SLEEK BIANCO PERLA LUCIDO  

C27 6005 GREEN BRIGHT VERDE LUCIDO  

C28 4005 LILAC BLUE LILLA LUCIDO  

C29 / MATT RUST RUGGINE RUVIDO  

C30 / SLEEK RUST RUGGINE LUCIDO  

C31 / SILVER GREY GRIGIO SILVER  

C32 7016 ANTHRACITE GREY GRIGIO ANTRACITE  

EVA WOOD FINISH COLORS: 
 

Code RAL Description 

L1 / LIGHT WOOD 

L2 / DARK WOOD 

L3 / WHITE WOOD 

L4 / BLACK WOOD 

L5 / BLU WOOD 

L6 / BLEACHED WOOD 

L7 / GREY WOOD 

L8 / YELLOW WOOD 

L9 / GREEN WOOD 
 

EVA WELCOME PACK 
EVA RED carpet Welcome pack Eurosun cosmetics Biostimolation Collagen 
EVA photo for web Tank to fill spray water tank 
EVA brochure EVA poster 
Remote control Led Light Emotion (led cromoteraphy) EVA user manual 
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EVA NATURAL RED - COLLAGEN 

EVA RED light therapy seems to be gaining an enormous amount of popularity in recent years, and 
for very good reasons. 
This breakthrough treatment, first discovered by NASA, has so many benefits and uses, and so little 
(if any) risks and side effects. 
The red light is energizing and repairing damaged cells, stimulating collagen and elastin and giving 
the skin back its youthful look. 

It is a real skin therapy treatment which, like all, takes time. In order to be able to notice rejuvenation in your skin and a 
decreasing in your wrinkles you have to really want to improve your skin and give it some time and attention. 
The number of sessions it will take to notice improvements really does vary from person to person, depending of your skin type, 
age, lifestyle… but every person will see results. 
We recommend you use the EVA RED Collagen for 3 consecutive weeks for 20 minutes a day to get the best results in the 
quickest time. 
He tables below are extracted from the manufacturer’s manual which is systematically supplied with your EVA RED COLLAGEN. 

Age Number of treaments Results 

25-35 2 to 3 sessions per week (20 minutes) 3 to 6 week 

35-45 3 to 4 sessions per week (20 minutes) 4 to 6 week 

+ 45 4 sessions per week (20 minutes) 6 to 8 week 

> After 8 weeks of treatment : 2 sessions per week is enough to keep the results. (without the use of cosmetic products) 
If you use EVA BIOSTIMULATION COLLAGEN, OXY, HYALURONIC, LIFT products, the results can be seen immediately 

 

What is collagen? 
Collagen is the magic skin component that helps maintain elasticity and firmness of the skin. After the age of 25 collagen 
production in the skin gradually decreases, leaving us with wrinkles and lines around the face and neckline. 
EVA RED Collagen enables the user to make their skin look more beautiful and younger without using expensive injections. 
The special red light of the collagen lamps stimulates the production of collagen in your skin, rejuvenating skin and smoothing 
even deep wrinkles. 
The EVA RED collagen: 
– Stimulates natural collagen production without injections or surgery 
– 88% improvement in deep wrinkles (see studies *) 
– Targets 97% success rate (*) 
– Rejuvenat skin in as little as 3 weeks without cosmetics 
– Collagen plumping in the comfort of EVA RED 
This innovative Collagen system has a clinically proven 97% success rate in eliminating fine lines, significantly reducing deep 
wrinkles and giving skin a new lease of life. 
Independent research demonstrates that certain cells in the skin can be encouraged to produce collagen, elastin and certain 
enzymes that are imperative to the skin’s supportive structure. It happens through a process that produce light waves of 633  
nanometers. 
The lamp emits a UV-free red light which penetrates the skin to a depth of up 10mm, which is why it’s so brilliant for treating 
problems close to the surface of the skin. Light encourages collagen production, which improves skin elasticity so after a few 
weeks of treatment you will begin to see plumper, firmer skin and reduced wrinkles. 
The red light therapy can help with: tired aging skin, softening of lines, folds and wrinkles. Increased moisture and radiance. 
Improved skin circulation. Accelerated skin repair. Improved elasticity and texture. Hyperpigmentation. 
Research about Red Light Therapy 
(*) Red light therapy for rejuvenation and Anti Wrinkle by Dr Ernst Smolka July 2009. Based on: The Photobiology of LED Phototherapy by Dr R.Glen Calderhead, 
MSc, Dr Med Sci FRSM President of SG Biomedical, Japan and Research coordinator at the Japan Phototherapy Laboratory in Tokyo. 
By R. Glen Calderhead, MSc, DrMedSci, FRSM, President of SG Biomedical, Japan and Research Coordinator at the Japan, Phototherapy Laboratory in Tokyo : 
“The inflammatory response from 633 nm is a controlled short-lived phase, which transcends through to the proliferation phase, together with the creation of 
neovascularization and the increase of local blood and lymphatic vessel flow. Lymphatic drainage is important in transporting leukocytes and lymphocytes into 
the target area and maintaining homeostasis of the treated skin. An increased blood supply raises the oxygen tension in the target area, creating cellular 
gradients and ensuring that the connection between the papillary dermis and the basement membrane of the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) and the basement 
membrane is supported.” Source (2007) : US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health 
<< Red light easily penetrates the dermis and can help with a variety of skin conditions, such as acne, rosacea, scarring and eczema, as well as improving skin 
quality >> says JoMartin, clinical director of Mapperley Park Clinic (Nottingham, UK) and an expert in light therapy and laser treatments. 

 

Benefits: 

• Minimizes the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. Reduces the appearance of crow’s feet. 

• Clears blemishes, Improves the appearance of skin tone. Lessens skin coarseness. 

• Regeneration/stimulation of collagen. Restores skin’s natural collagen activity. 

• Activates fibroblast cells which create collagen and elastin. Helps the appearance of sun-damaged skin. 

• Creates more skin moisture which will help fill out skin. Helps the appearance of irregular pigmentation. 

• Improves the effectiveness of cosmetic products. 

• Reduces the negative impact of bad environment conditions. 
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EVA NATURAL RED - CHROMOTERAPY 

Our body absorbs colors in different ways. EVA RED LIGHT uses the principle of irradiation, using color-changing LEDs with remote control, 
capable of radiating color on the body. 

The benefits of chromotherapy 
Chromotherapy is an ally of our well-being. 
Thanks to chromotherapy, the body's natural self-healing process is stimulated, which induces a reaction in order to restore well-being and 
balance. 
According to their effect on humans, colors can be divided into warm colors (red, orange, yellow) and cold colors (blue, indigo, violet). Green is 
placed at the center of the spectrum of light because it is the balance point between the various colors. 

"Color is a cosmetic and a medicine." 
Aristotle 

Effects of colors 
In chromotherapy, each color is associated with particular psychic and spiritual characteristics of individuals, and has particular effects on the 
functioning of the organism. 

 
The vibration given by each color and that is generated in an organism makes it possible to rebalance one's physical and mental state. 
Each color is then associated with specific properties, often based on simple psychological analogies. 

Red 
it is the color of love, heat, energy and light. It is associated with strength, health and vitality, it represents fire, joy, celebration, sexual arousal, 
blood and passions. 
Orange 
it would have a liberating action on physical and mental functions, an effect of integration and distribution of energy, induces serenity, 
enthusiasm, joy, will to live, optimism, positivity of feelings, physical and mental synergy. 
Yellow 
it is generally associated with the intellectual side, it stimulates and helps in the study. It is a protective and concrete color, helping those who 
are too open or too creative, associated with happiness, wisdom and imagination, it generates a good mood. 
Green 
fundamental color of nature, it is the color of harmony, it symbolizes hope, balance, peace, renewal and fertility. It is a neutral, relaxing color, 
it promotes reflection, calm, concentration. 
Blue 
it is a soothing and refreshing color it is a color that calms and soothes and that makes you forget about everyday problems. Valid ally in case 
of stress, insomnia, nervousness, inflammation, sore throat, laryngitis, hoarseness. 
Indigo 
it is the color of the balance between the left and right hemisphere of the brain. It has a strong purifying, meditative and deep reflection 
power. 
Violet 
it is a symbol of intelligence, knowledge, holiness and religious devotion. It represents the door that leads to the afterlife. Regulates blood 
pressure, stimulates the activity of the spleen and the formation of white blood cells. 
Pink 
the color of feminine, delicate and sensual beauty. It reduces tension, gently revitalizes and invigorates. Indicated to improve the appearance 
of the skin. 
White 
symbolizes purity, cleanliness, truth and innocence. White light contains all the septa colors of the iris. Vitalizing, it regenerates the body and 
clears the mind. 
Turquoise 
composed of blue and green. Connected to creativity, to the innovative spirit. It has a purifying action like green and a calming action like blue. 
Stimulates the immune system, helps skin regeneration and healing. Calm the headache. 

It cannot replace traditional treatments but only support them or act in prevention. 

This little guide is an introduction to the conscious use of color to improve life and achieve a state of balance. 
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      The names brought back on the present catalogue are mark of factory of Euroelektrica s.r.l. company. 
 

The installation corrected from part of operating characterized, I use it consistent and a periodic maintenance contributes to 
guarantee the emergency and the safeguard of persons and things. 

 

The Euroelektrica s.r.l. company places which objective head physician constantly the productive and technological optimization 
kwon by intuition the evolution of the norms and the materials. 
That involves the possible modification, without some warning, of the relative indications to the technical characteristics, the 
illustrations and the descriptions. 

 

Such indications are brought back on the present catalogue to mere indicative and not binding scope. 
 

Facts know to you and reserve all the rights you of industrial property, of exclusive feature of the name and image of the 
company and the products. 

 

The present catalogue is property of the Euroelektrica s.r.l. company; 
It cannot be reproduced in all or part without expressed authorization. 

 

Models and marks Patent  
 

Ytuè mark patent n° UD2012C000088 of Euroelektrica s.r.l. company 
 

EUROSUN mark patent n° UD2008C000060 of Euroelektrica s.r.l. company 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 


